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I nV i s i M a g i s a b o u t r a i s i n g
awareness and giving
men and women equal
opportunity to voice their
stories and experiences.
We w a n t t o n o r m a l i s e
social issues and give
people the knowledge of all
different types of options
if they are in need of help.
Everyone is normal and no
one is ever alone.
I nV i s i M a g i s h e re t o m a ke
sure everyone knows this.
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Hi! My n ame is Tary n Hillman an d I ’ m a stud e nt at
USW s t u dy in g BA(Hon s) Fas h ion Promotio n. I sta r te d
InVis iMag as I wanted to addres s s ocial issue s a nd
n ormalis e t h em.
Everyday people t h in k t h ey are alon e an d have no he lp
an d s u pport . I wanted to ch an ge this.
I came u p wit h t h e n ame InVis iMag by orig ina lly ca lle d
it (In)Vis ible Magaz in e. Th is was meant to show that
wh et h er you r problem was vis ible or invisib le , it wa s
equ ally valid an d import ant .
My f irs t is s u e is on a topic wh ich is very clo se to my
h eart , an x iet y an d depres s ion . As I h ave suffe re d with
bot h , it felt n eces s ary to s h ow ot h er peop le that it is
n ormal. I am s h owcas in g ot h er people s to r ie s in the
h opes t h at it will h elp s omeon e feel les s a lo ne , mo re
s een an d kn ow t h at s omeon e els e h as b e e n thro ug h
wh at t h ey are goin g t h rou gh to o .
I h ope you like it .

Ap pr ox im at el y 1 in 4
pe op le in th e UK w il l
ex pe ri en ce a m en ta l
he al th pr ob le m ea ch
ye ar .

At pre sen t 40% of
disa bility wor ldw ide is
due to dep res sion and
anx iety .

pe op le w it h
T he ov eral l nu m be r of
s ha s no t ch an ge d
m en ta l he al th pr ob le m
ye ar s, bu t wor ri es
si gn if ic an tly in re ce nt
ey , jo bs an d be ne fi ts
ab ou t th in gs like m on
r pe op le to co pe .
ca n m ake it ha rd er fo

op le co pe w it h
It ap pe ar s th at ho w pe
s is ge ttin g wor se
m en ta l he al th pr ob le m
le w ho se lf -h ar m or
as th e nu m be r of pe op
is in cr ea si ng .
have suic idal thou gh ts

Dep res sio n is the
pre dom ina nt me nta l
hea lth pro ble m
wo rld wid e, fol low ed by
anx iet y, sch izo phr eni a
and bip ola r dis ord er.
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In 2014, 19.7% of people
in the UK aged 16 and
over showed symptoms of
anxiety or depression - a
1.5% increase from 2013.
This percentage was higher
among females (22.5%) than
males (16.8%).3. This is still
rising each year.

40%

M o r e t h a n 1 in 1 0
p e o p le a r e li k e ly t o
h a v e a ‘d is a b li n g
a n x ie t y d is o r d e r ’ a t
s o m e s t a g e in t h e ir
li f e .

In Eng land , 1 in 6 peo ple
rep ort exp erie ncin g a
com mon men tal hea lth
pro blem (suc h as anx iety
and dep ress ion) in any
give n wee k.

T h e m os t re ce nt P sy
ch ia tr ic
M o rb id it y S ur v e y in d
ic a te s th a t
th e re a re so m e 6 m il
li on p e o p le
in th e UK (a p p ro xi m a
te ly 3
m il li on w it h d e p re ss
io n a s th e ir
p ri m a ry p ro b le m a nd
3 m il li on
w it h a n a n xi et y d is o
rd e r) . O n ly
2 5 % o f th e se a re ca se
s a re
re ce iv in g tr ea tm e nt
.
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MODEL

“I think [that’s] what
you give someone if
you just want them to
shut up and go away”

- “Why do you feel
depressed?”
- “ B e c a u s e I d o .”
11

Hi, my name is Carla and I’m 23 from Bristol. I’ve been modelling for 5,
almost 6, years now and I suffer with reactive depression and anxiety. I’ve
had it since I can remember and I was first diagnosed when I was in year
3. I used to get sent home from school a lot as I was sick and had bad
nosebleeds from people trying to talk to me. I didn’t learn anything and
didn’t have any friends due to my mental health; even at that age. So I
switched school, but it didn’t make much difference.
It got worse as I got older and some of my doctors have told me it’s genetic
(my mum and nan have both suffered from it), and some doctors have
told me that it’s just trauma that I’ve been through; like a PTSD of sorts.
I still can’t work because of it. The doctors put me on Mirtazapine and
Propranolol and I hated them. I think that’s what you give someone if you
just want them to shut up and go away. It’s just something to knock you
out. Talking therapy didn’t help either.
Now, I’ll admit, I smoke a massive amount of weed and it really does help
massively. I know people say weed can give you anxiety and paranoia but
how I see it is that weed is like a medicine. If you take it when you’re not ill,
it won’t do anything but if you take it when you are ill, it’ll help.
I find that although there is more
awareness for mental health, there’s still a
mentality of “get on with it” when it’s just
not that easy for people who struggle with
it. I think in reality that no one really care,
it’s not them so they don’t have to worry
about it.

F IN D TH E F UL L I N T ERV IEW
ON O UR YO U T U BE
C H AN N EL : I N V I S I M AG
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Paige Leach
- Xenolith

point even refused to brush my teeth or wash my face as I had fear that the water would make me
gain weight. I reached 3 stone, a time when I was moved to an emergency ward and put onto life
support because my heart was extremely weak and doctors told my parents they should go home
because in a matter of hours I’d be gone. After a naso-gastric tube insertion to force feed me, I had
an overwhelming sense that I had to fight it. So I did. I was moved to a secure mental health unit

My name is Paige Leach AKA Xenolith and

in Bridgend in which I was allowed no contact with my family in fear of triggering and was heavily

I’m a 23 year old recent Fashion Design

dosed with medications which I have since found out are used in the treatment of schizophrenia

graduate from University of South Wales.

and not suitable for patients under 20 years; at the time I was 15. I gradually improved as the

Without trying to make this sound too much

medication increased my appetite and together with that I really just wanted to get home and back

like a sob story I will try to keep it brief but

to school. It was the first time I’d been away from home for such a long time and to suffer alone

if you want to know about me and my work

with the most vile nurses was one of the worst times in my life, even worse than losing my sister.

this has to come first.

Now in a sense, I think all of this defines me and who I am and my ability to cope independently

I was born in Newport a small city in the

with some of fashions most extreme stressful situations. It taught me rigour and commitment

heart of South Wales to a working class

and how to absolutely follow something through to the end, so I don’t regret a moment of that

family and raised in Hafodyrynys, Gwent.

experience as it made me the woman I am today and gave me real life experience which has put me

I am one of 3 children with a brother and

years ahead of my peers.

sister but unfortunately my sister lost her life
in a tragic bus accident on her way to school at the age of 13. I had a rocky upbringing and losing
my only best friend that young really showed me the hard side of life from pretty young which
back then was difficult to handle as all my friends had what they glorified as ‘the perfect family’
and there I was full of fear and anxiety on a daily basis thinking I had to be just like them that this
was ‘normal’… I can’t believe how ridiculous this thinking is, I am actually glad things went the way
they did and wouldn’t ask for it any other way as it made me a lot stronger mentally to deal with
trauma at a pre-ego development stage. I moved to a new town at the age of 11 to which I had
to quickly learn how to ‘fit in’ and make friends but I decided I’d rather not be a part of a clique
as even back then, being a part of a group seemed illogical as I always felt outside of everything.
I didn’t feel anyone would understand how I was seeing the world or what I was going through.
I knew it wasn’t what the mainstream call the norm but I learnt to get by alone for a while until I
was eventually hospitalized in 2012 with Anorexia Nervosa. I spent a total of 6 months in hospital,
out of school and away from my family. 3 months in, I felt I wasn’t able to meet the expectations
people had of me and I felt I needed to give up in order for all of the suffering to go away. I was not
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only making my parents suffer but I didn’t know how to stop, so I gave in to the Nervosa and at this

I am currently in Paris working for a designer on costumes for an upcoming dance production at the

My creative work always starts with a feeling or an emotion, to which I then translate into physical

Barbican in London called Isadora Now, based on the iconic feminist icon Isadora Duncan.

and visual form, whether it be through illustration or prototype in 3D. My process is a therapeutic

My graduate collection ‘DISCORDIA’ is an exploration of the conflicts between the mental, physical,
intellectual and emotional fragments of identity. The name stems from Greek mythology and the
Greek goddess of chaos and discord Eris, who is essentially in any instance the lack of harmony
between 2 elements. I see Eris as the mental illness inside of the head who is destructive but not
necessarily all bad. We have so much this perspective that a mental illness is fundamentally a
disability and therefore a negative experience. I am aware from my own experience how the mental
has physical consequences and in that dangerous ones, but like anything, you have the power to
control your mind and when I learnt that I am the one in control, I became more powerful than
someone who isn’t experiencing mental illness at all. Especially when it comes to creativity, mental
illness is a gift for that and I have tried to show in my work that we don’t want pity because we have
something unique in our neurology and it’s about time we embraced it and used the positives of it
instead of wasting energy trying to cure ourselves to fit in with the ‘normal’ anthropoids of society.
‘Normal’, to me, is the strongest insult you can use for an artist. If a creatives’ work is described as
normal, they are in the wrong industry. What art is normal? Think about this for a moment. Really
think about it.
My work has always been expressive and personal, the best design work comes from a place
within. My design work is always supported by intensive research to help me to further unpack an
issue in depth that interests me and that I am curious about but also an issue I feel others need to
understand. I was really into psychology at A-Level and did extremely well in my exams. I brought
that unconventional edge into my creative work as it helps me to question common behaviours
and practices within the industry. Conceptual design for me is far more interesting than aesthetics
serving to a society of the spectacle. I’ve never really seen the point in designing pretty dresses in
floral prints and never fully understood the concept that high street stores were considered fashion.
My ideas of fashion were formed as I grew up in the 90’s, being a stimulating time for fashion when
designers such as Alexander McQueen, John Galliano, Vivienne Westwood and Gareth Pugh were
all I really knew and identified with. It’s all changed now, of course fashion has become much more
corporate and lacking a lot of integrity, which to me is a fundamental value when it comes to my
design process from the onset to final collection. To remain honest to yourself as a designer, person
and artist is how I define success. With my work I hope to emotionally invigorate, to perplex and
engage, to provoke thought and self-analysis, always.
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expression for me as when I am working I don’t have time to stress or to think negatively, I escape
into my own little world when I am draping and I can be gone for hours in the fabric, even days and
when I come out of that zone, I am never totally happy with the work I have made as it’s so elusive
and perfectionism and creative experimentation together can make very strange bed fellows.
Therefore, I can forget to eat and sleep for days at a time because when I become engrossed in a
project. I define limits and deadlines for myself which are mostly unattainable but that for me is all
part of my process to set myself up to follow through in everything I do and then after it. Then I can
indulge in being satisfied with my work. For me, my work is my life. I have put it at the top of my
priorities for 8 years now, meaning there has been very little time for family and friends. However,
people mistake that for loneliness, but I’m not lonely at all. Being alone with my work is my bliss and
my work is my life, my love and I really put every last bit of myself into it because of this. However,
the lack of separation can mean I do take things personally and I am recently trying to move my
work away from personal concepts to further open up questions to a wider audience.

Mental health awareness is important to me, but not in the way it is often done. We don’t need pity
sufferers and treat them as if they are disabled because they are not… we are not. Most people are
experiencing some form of mental illness; no thanks to social media and toxic marketing strategies,
which the industry doesn’t show much efforts in diversifying any time soon. Mental illness isn’t
something to be ashamed of as my experience has shown you can control it in your own way and
so labelling people with a specific illness and listing set symptoms, in my opinion, is extremely
dangerous and leads to a self-fulfilling prophecy. That’s why in my work I have tried to explore
mental illness in a non-defined approach whereby anyone has the freedom to express themselves in
any way they see fit.
I don’t have advice for sufferers as, like I said, everyone experiences something different. Even if
the psychiatrist diagnoses 4 people as bipolar, each of those 4 experience something completely
different and only share a few common symptoms. Everyone has their own way to deal with their
thoughts and behaviours but if I have to say one thing I say NEVER EVER STOP. Giving up is giving
in and you were given a gift of difference in society for a reason. Utilize it to your greatest defence
until it becomes your super power, because it will.
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Photographer: Abdullah Yahia		

Stylist: Charlotte Wilcock

Model: LILU (Lily Pretice)

Lauren Seville

getting help, medication, counselling etc and I turned to

when I did because it wasn’t too late but it almost was.

almost 20. I spent half of my childhood in

My hobbies really help me when I am in a panic or

Cornwall and the other half in Ipswich before

having a low day. I find that they really help to distract

moving to Bristol almost a year ago. I’ve spent

me and it stops me from thinking about whatever it was

years learning the piano so I find it relaxing just

I feeling low about. It doesn’t always fix the problem but

sitting and playing. I also love to sing - primarily

it helps me stay away from what I had previously done

musical theatre, and I also enjoy sitting and

to ‘help myself’.

doing cross stitch.

Awareness is very important to me because I feel if I

The biggest inspiration behind my music is my

had been aware of mental health, I would have known

Dad. He taught me piano and is the reason that

the signs and might have been able to get help before I

I have such a passion and interest in Musical

resorted to self harm.

Theatre. I loved cross stitching when I was little

Know that you are not alone. Other people will know

and when my mental health grew worse, I found

how you feel. If you think you are struggling with any

it to be a real outlet.

kind of mental health then talk to someone that you trust. No issue is too small to you and it always

When people see/hear me play or sing, I want

helps to share them. Find a hobby, something you can throw your all into.

them to see/hear the passion and joy I have
Photography: Tsara Arklay

singing and I like people to see the enjoyment that I have. When I cross stitch, it is all as an outlet.
I started doing small little ones, each of which would have a meaning or a personal relation to me. I
then branched out and did bigger, more challenging ones. I found that I could start putting more of my
attention into these ones and I found such enjoyment in doing them. When people look at them they
are often impressed, but for me I see it as an achievement that I completed something and didn’t let my
mental health prevent me doing this.
I suffer with anxiety and depression. I have known for about 3 years, however I think I have suffered
with depression for about 5 years, I just didn’t know what it was. I only realised when a friend pointed
out to me that the way I was thinking wasn’t normal. I know that everyone has pessimistic thoughts,
but mine were a lot worse than this. They were very negative and I couldn’t see the good in anything.
My negative thoughts continued to grow and I didn’t think they would ever get any better. I ended up
turning to self-harm as a way of relief from my thoughts. It helped me feel in control when everything
in my life felt out of control, including my thoughts. At my lowest I thought about suicide because I
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didn’t think it would get any better. This is when I began

my hobbies. Now I am grateful I got the help I needed

My name is Lauren Seville, I am 19 years old,

when I am performing. I am always found

Photography: Martins Ziemelis
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ARTIST

“Don’t suffer
in silence;
talk to
s o m e o n e .”

“A l l
colour
life...
really
27

the
in my
goes
g r e y .”

My name is Nathan Wyburn and I’m 30 years old. I am a pop-culture
portrait artist and people would recognise my work as I use a lot of food
and it’s been in the media quite a bit; and on YouTube as well. I paint
picture of celebrities using everyday items such as toast and marmite,
pizza, anything I find around the house, like my mum’s fake tan or makeup.
I also use things like soil and sand.
I was bullied a lot at school, for being academic, being creative, for having
ginger hair and also for being gay (the picture on the right is made out of
my own ginger hair). I was being picked on for things that I now, love the
most about myself. I used to doubt myself and think I was worthless.
Now, I have really good days as I have a great career, friends and family,
but I also have really bad days and bouts of depression and I just start to
loathe everything about myself. It can be a very lonely place. I feel a lot of
guilt because people try to help, but they can’t.
To cope with the negative feelings, I try to turn to my creativity and my
artwork because that’s the main thing that makes me feel good about
myself. It takes me out of it and helps me focus on something different.
Sometimes it’s just hard to start a piece of art and get out of the slump
so I try to talk to my friends and family
and it does help me. That would always be
my advice to someone; to talk about it as
openly as you can and to not sit in a room
by yourself.

FI N D THE F UL L I N T ERV IEW
ON O U R YO UT UBE
C H ANN EL : I N V I S IM AG
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“Remove negative
people, things,
etc from your
life.”

“Be kind to
yourself. You don’t
have to be the “best
version” of your self
all the time, you
just have to be.”

“Each morning I eat my breakfast
sat at the table with positive
quotes stuck to the wall. Surround
yourself with as much positivity
as you can and remind yourself
each day that there's nothing
you can't do or achieve, and
you should love yourself before
anyone. "A flower does not think
of competing with the flower next
to it. It just blooms."”
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“Talk, write it down if
you can’t verbalize you
feelings. Find an outlet
for the pent up emotions.
Whether it be exercise,
reading, music etc. Seek
professional help of you
think you have nowhere
else to turn.”

“Seek help and
support from
someone they can
trust as soon as
possible. Even if the
issue is a mild one.”

“I know everyone says it but
talk. Anxiety is a snow ball
in that the worse it gets,
the less you want to talk
to others. Also, switch off.
Challenge yourself to check
your phone less, and if you
get confident, remove social
media apps completely and
replace them with blog apps.”

“Remember you are safe and
it won’t last forever! Ride it
out and find beauty in Mother
Nature.”

Scott McGlynn

me anxiety when posting. I was always wondering whether they
would like it or not, you know? But recently, I’ve gotten over
that and where it took a long time, I now post what I want.

Hello, I’m Scott McGlynn, age 32. I am a

Yes of course, being creative firstly takes my mind off other

Podcaster, Lifestyle Influencer and LGBTQ

things going on in my life, I love making videos and recording

Activist.

podcasts. I’m in a different world and I just love doing it. It’s like

I made “The Scott McGlynn Show” podcast in

theory for me. It’s just about enjoying life and making something

December 2017 and since them we hit over 80

new and fresh for people to see/hear.

episodes reaching NO. 8 in the podcast chart.

I always tell people to get in touch with me or my team about an

We are now were re-launching back in March

issue so I can talk about it in a post or a podcast episode. I use

2020 and I can’t wait to get back on the MIC!

my platforms not just for me. Every episode, image, video, story

I’ve been in the TOP 100 LGBTQ inspirational

I’m doing it for the people who are following me. For example,

people 3 years in a row and back in 2016 I

if someone is feeling down about their skin, I’ve been there, I’ve

created a coming out memoir. I’ve been on

lived it. I share and test new things for people to know what works or what doesn’t work.

panels on education for social media and
LGBTQplus.

Photography: Laura Charlotte Photography

Photography: Yolanda Kingdon

I’m also creating content for my Instagram as I do videos and post about problems. From skin to hair
with some fun fashion posts in the mix. I suffered from bad skin growing up and I use my platform to
give my thoughts and knowledge on what works and don’t work.
A lot of things inspire me as I was bullied terrible in school, college and even my first job at 16! So after
5 years I took action and now, being comfortable with who I am, I released some articles about being
gay in the 90s and going through high school, where teachers weren’t educated on how to deal with this

When I have guests on the show, we talk about mental health, coming out, depression and all these
topics that people need to talk about more. It’s important to share stories and experiences as we have a
lot of different ways to share; so let’s do it together.
They only thing I can say it talk to someone or people. Join groups online or talk to a close friend. They
only thing I DON’T recommend, is silence. 9 times out of 10, someone has been or are in the same
situation you’re in now. So please talk it out I created a podcast show to get me talking and being open
it helps. I promise you!

sort of bullying.
I always struggled with my appearance. I didn’t know how to shave, I had wild hair and acne. Now being
in my 30s, I took it on myself to share videos and images on how products work, with “how to videos”
and doing these landed me the Skinsider job at Neutrogena last year, which was incredible!
I always say be you. It doesn’t matter how you look, the colour of your hair or what size you are. Just be
you and people love REAL people. When I do videos and talks, I speak about the redness of my skin, my
pores and how it doesn’t matter. It’s life; it’s normal things people have. My message is never change for
anyone else. If you want to change something do it for YOU! No one else.
I have suffered from depression as a result of being bullied for my sexuality growing up and it was really
hard! I didn’t know what GAY meant, and I was pretending to be someone else. When getting into being
an online creator, I did have some cyber bullying for how I look/sound, which took me back and gave
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Photography: Laura Charlotte Photography

Photography: Viart Photography
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FA S H I O N S T U D E N T

“It’s not your
f a u l t .”

39

“Don’t let
anyone tell
you how to
f e e l .”

My name is Naomi-Aisha and I’m 20 years old and I’m a fashion student.
I love writing and reading and I play a lot of Sims! My mental health has
always been a bit rocky and no ones ever known why. At the moment I’m
feeling great but I only recently came off my anti-depressants. They were
making me feel weird, effecting my work and messing with my moods so I
was taken off them.
I recently found out that I’m on the autistic spectrum, which makes sense
having looked into it but that can also affect my mental health a lot. It can
also make it really hard for me to deal with situations; in turn effecting my
mental health more.
I play a lot of Sims, that’s how I try to de-stress. I also have a blog where I
write if I’m feeling really stressed and it can help me feel a lot better. I’m
doing this thing at the moment which I call “Confessions of 2020” where
instead of over-thinking something, I’ll just write it and post it. It helps me
because it puts it out there instead of keeping it in my head and I don’t
have to think about it so much. It helps me move past it.
There needs to be more done than just “talk about it”. For me, this doesn’t
work and people should be educated in looking for the signs to help
people before it gets too bad.
The thing that helped me the most was
my blog. So my advice would be to find
something to hold onto because I think
I spiralled most in the months I stopped
writing and I’ve started feeling much better
since I started it again.

F I N D TH E F UL L I N T ERV IEW
ON O U R YO UT UBE
C H ANN EL : I N V I S I M AG
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# how i fi ght

43

de pre ssi o n

Kane Haywood-Rogers

my first digital camera, this has increased my mental state as I’m now learning new skills, meeting

registered severally sight impaired due

amazing new people and seeing the world and showcasing what someone with a visual impairment

to a rare eye condition called Septo

can do with a camera.

Optic Dysplasia which I was diagnosed

Creating my photoshoots helps me a lot as it gets me thinking, what can I do for the person I’m

with at 11 months old. My hobbies are

photographing, what will they need? what will I need?, what day, time will we be meeting, where

photography, videography, travelling,

will I be taking these photos? Creating my photoshoots keeps me focus, it helps me focus on what

swimming and spending time with

is coming and not what has happened or will happen.

friends and family. Growing up my

Mental health awareness is extremely important to me because when you look at someone, it may

parents were managers of restaurants

be a close friend, a family member or a stranger you never know what is happening in their lives,

between Bridgend and Fleetwood

what could be affecting them and what they are doing or have done to themselves. This is why I
Photography: Kane H.R Photography

around good food, but it adds to a little depression as I could never make friends and keep them
when I moved away. I currently work for a company which tests websites to make sure they’re
accessible for users with a visually and Mobility impaired.
What inspired me to pick up a camera is my friends and family as I started taking photos of them
on my first camera phone which to this day I wish I had kept just to look back at the photos. This
increased as YouTube came along where I was watching other content creators with their amazing
cameras and travelling the world.
I want people to feel inspired by the photos and videos I produce, as I was 15 years ago. I also want
people to feel strong and empowered when they see some of my photos so they can go out and
improve, explore and create themselves.
My mental health goes back to when I was born, I was diagnosed with a rare eye condition called
Septo Optic Displacia at 11 months old, growing up I had no clue what this meant all I knew is that
I had to have eye tests ever 6 months. When I reached the age of 16 I was speaking to my parents
telling them that, I want to drive, I want to join the armed forces, I want to travel when they told
me I can’t drive, I can’t join the armed forces and I can’t travel. This knocked me back and it spun
me into a dark hole, at first I did not want to live, I wanted to lock myself away for life because I had
felt that I had lost a part of me, I felt that I was going to be reliant on my friends and family as they
were all learning to drive, joining the armed forces and travelling and going about their daily lives
with ease as they could drive. This stayed the same for about 3 years as I was going through college
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first job as a pot wash in a restaurant, this did not increase my mental state though as I didn’t enjoy
it. Then a year later after spending hours on hours watching YouTube influencers, I decided to buy

Hi, my names Kane, I’m 24 and I’m

Blackpool so I’ve always grown up

as I have no job, no prospect in life not a glimmer of hope. Then 3 years ago back in 2017 I had my

honestly think everyone should never judge a book by it’s cover, always take a step back and ask
yourself before you start bullying them, start arguing with them or fighting with them because you
can never tell just by looking at them what is going on. My advice to other people suffering is to find
an activity, hobby or skill you enjoy or your really good at and focus on that, do not let anyone take
it away from you no matter were you are in the world or were you are in life, always stick to what
you enjoy. If you need to reach out to the people you trust most in life never ever keep it in you as
you could do something you’ll later regret in life.

Photography: Kane H.R Photography
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HISTORIAN

* Nam e ch a n ge d to p rote c t i d e nt i t y

“ Ta l k t o
someone about
it... someone
p r o f e s s i o n a l .”

“. . . d r o p i n
sessions at my
u n i .”
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I’m from Newport, Wales and I never really had many friends throughout
primary and high school. I was actually bullied quite a lot and I actually
was able to make peace with them at the end of year 6 as we all went off
to different high schools. When I went to high school, I was beaten badly
in the yard in front of everyone so that’s one of my stronger memories of
high school.
I’ve been in the dumps a bit recently and it feels like the floodgates have
opened since coming to uni. In high school I had an unhealthy choice to
suppress my feeling and to not address any of my concerns because of the
environment I was in and the kind of people I was around. When I came
to uni it was a completely different environment; a lot more accepting and
positive. It all came crashing out at once and I had no idea how to handle
it all. I just let it boil away inside and this probably wasn’t the best decision
looking back on it now.
I like to read, although not as much as I’d like to. I’m also trying to teach
myself art as it makes me feel like I can express myself better sometimes. I
also sleep a lot. I find this is also a good coping mechanism for me.
I am currently on a waiting list for counselling and I’ve attended some of
the drop in sessions at my uni. It’s good to
talk to someone professional, to someone
who’s professionally trained. Before uni,
I hadn’t seen a councillor or anyone as I
wasn’t ever told it was a possibility. I also
have never told my parents the extent of
my depression. Don’t keep it to yourself
though. Talk to someone; it really helps.

F I N D T H E F U L L I N T E RV IEW
ON O U R YO UT UBE
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Ben
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Matthew Evans
My name is Matthew Evans, I am 64, I am a freelance television director, I have been making prime
time drama for close on 30 years, right now I am one of the directors making EastEnders, and I love
it. I am also a potter. A craft I have been learning for over a decade; making pots has made me a
better and happier director. I have two fabulous grown up daughters who never had any ambition to
follow me into this work, proving there are some wise genes in here somewhere. I grew up in rural
Buckinghamshire, went to the local grammar school, the first album I bought was Brothers & Sisters
by The Allman Brothers Band. My father was an actor. Both my parents wore kaftans at some
truly embarrassing moments, and were endlessly supportive. I was a happy child. I am a happy
man... mostly. I went to Manchester University and the National Film & TV School in Beaconsfield,
ironically 4 miles from where I grew up. Except that by then I had shaved my head and was living
in a council flat in Mile End. The 70s offered the opportunity to chase my dreams. There was the
space to follow instinct, I lived in squats, and benefited from educational grants and the Enterprise
Allowance Scheme to help find and focus my ambition. Wherever I lived I built darkrooms, cameras

The first professional directing work I got was on EastEnders, and all my ambition to make movies

have been a big part of my life. And they still hold my fascination. There is something mysterious

disappeared in a love for making tele that happened in people’s homes. After 18 months I moved

about the inverting of image and light, storing it up to release later. I worked on a tug on the

on to a whole bunch of family dramas series. And now I am back on Albert Square; what goes

Thames, I did all the travelling round Europe I could manage, and I too worked as an actor... until I

around comes around.

realised I was too tall and was clumsy and uneasy having a camera pointed at me. It was a clue: get

Directing television is about being hired to turn a written script into pictures. When I read a script

behind it, do the pointing.

I see the events in my head, just like reading or being told a story. My job is to pin those pictures
down, and communicate them to a cast of actors and a crew of technicians to make them happen in
front of a camera. It’s a great job, I really enjoy it. But it isn’t always comfortable. I am responsible
for spending a lot of money, often very quickly. It’s the kind of job where you are judged every step
of the way. “I’m only as good as my last job!” It’s a pressure that is never explicit, and always there
looking over my shoulder. I have always been in work, but over time stress takes a toll. By definition
I work away from home, I can be employed anywhere, I spent three years in Budapest making Robin
Hood, and two-and-a-half years in Glasgow making Rebus. Living out of suitcases, making home
in strange apartments in strange towns, tip-toeing away from sleeping children. And not being
present enough in their lives. Often disconnected from family and friends, all to create a fiction for
other families to eat their supper in front of. It is an uncomfortable life when it goes wrong. I have
been fired, only once, but that’s more than enough. I separated from the mother of my children. I
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engage the services of a therapist, which I appreciate and often resist. Paying the mortgage from
artistic endeavour can be scary.
Directing is an art, but it is also, at core, a craft. Like any craft it takes time to learn and master,
and once mastered the demands shift. Fashions change, storytelling styles turn upside down, what
was cutting edge can easily become blunt. The whims of the Zeitgeist can leave me breathless and
unnerved. Artistic endeavour is about curiosity and confidence, allowing yourself to imagine “what
if...?” It is all too easy to loose the desire to be curious and to loose confidence.
Here, for me was where pottery stepped in. A friend offered to teach me to throw. He is a potter,
a truly fine potter, who has supported his family and life by turning clay into beautiful and practical
forms. On a cold and wet February Wednesday I visited him in his workshop/shop. Between jobs, I
offered to look after the shop if he wanted a bit of time off. In exchange he said he would teach me
to throw.
Making film is an assembly process, bringing together all the elements you have planned and
fashioned and hoping that when they join up, they transform into a gripping experience. Pottery
is not similar in so many ways, but it is about transformation. Intensely personal, learning and
practicing skills which often feel glacially slow in arriving at my finger tips, I found that I could locate
myself in the spinning clay. And the most important thing I discovered was that I could express
myself through the pots I was making. Relatively soon I was making things that I liked having round
me. I was making things I liked giving as gifts, and people liked getting them too. I discovered that
directing didn’t have to be the most important thing in my life. And from that I realised that all

through my career I had assumed that directing was supposed to be this expression of me. It had
to be the thing that everything else fitted around. “Don’t you understand? I am working”. This
hobby became important to me in ways I didn’t really understand. I didn’t make any money at it,
but I moved off my bucket list Dutch barge opposite Kew Gardens, because you cannot make pots
on a boat, and back to Shropshire to be close to the pottery. I now live upstairs from The Marches
Pottery in Ludlow, where it all started. Making pots made me a happier and more effective director.
Pottery created a context, at last there was something that occupied an emotional and artistic space
in me. I could look at directing as something that I had invested so many hopes in. Not only did
it have to keep my children in shoes, it also had to satisfy my artistic ambitions, it had to fill up an
intimate space that craft can occupy. But it was also an industrial process of providing product for
television companies to sell. Making pots allowed me to step back and see directing for what it is:
it’s my job. And its stressful, difficult, emotionally perilous and happens a long way from home. It
was asking too much that it also occupy all that intimate emotional space I wanted filled up.
So, I was able to see directing through different glasses. I didn’t rely upon it for all that satisfaction.
Weirdly, the more I was able to see directing in a more rounded context, the more I enjoyed doing
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it, and the better the results seemed to be. I am, as I said, 64, and there is an inverse law

somewhere that sees two lines on a graph cross each other, one line is experience which grows year
on year, and the other is exhaustion also growing. Being more experienced, and happier, I expend
less energy and am less stressed, which is lucky because age is a factor in a job which is fast and
furious and mainly done standing up.
You ask me about mental health awareness, and how that figures in my work. I think it is a factor
on a lot of levels. Closely and practically, most drama operates on pressing the buttons of conflict
and anxiety. We have always looked at story telling being a cathartic experience, a place were we
learn how it is possible to be and react. To do that, the stories that are told, to be effective, enter
into territories that raise issues of emotional upset and chaos. Often I am telling stories about
emotional trauma and wreckage, so it is helpful to have access to health professionals as advisors,
but also a personal history of hurt and disfunction. and on a personal level knowing how important
it is to keep my life and living in some sort of balance. Keeping aspiration and necessity within
manageable boundaries is massively helped by retiring to the throwing wheel. It is a place to not
think. A place that is dedicated to doing. A place where it is important to work with the spinning
clay, and not be distracted. I realise how lucky I have been to find this practice of making.
Almost as an afterthought, the fact that I imagine a form, a bowl, or a vase, or a bottle, means I
am taking an image from within my imagination, and making it real and purposeful. That creates
confidence in my ability. When I drink tea from a cup I have made or pour water from a bottle I
threw, it gives a huge sense of purpose and fulfilment. And even if the lesson is that, once made,
it cannot fulfil the function I hoped it would have (the teapot spout drips mercilessly) I know I can
accommodate that discovery into the next spout. As Samuel Beckett said, “Try and fail. Try again,
fail better”.
Any skill takes time to acquire and master. It is usually a difficult journey, particularly if you care
about the outcome: will anyone want to listen to my violin playing, or drink tea from my cup? And,
I think it is certain, that the closer that skill is to your heart, the harder some of that journey will
be. What I found, that took me by surprise, was that in making pots, because I needed a relief
from a stressful career, I liberated the stressful work. And now directing is something that is on a
par with making pots for making me happy. So, advice? If there’s anything, it’s that if you discover
you are really angry or uncomfortable with some part of the process, that rage can be an indication
that you’re resisting something that has got under your skin. We tell ourselves to avoid discomfort
and difficulty, but if you look at them as better guides towards what can be deeply and intimately
satisfying, it is worth sticking to the practice.
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ACTRESS

“People spend
so much time
on social media,
why not make
it a positive
place?”
“. . . w o r d s i n s t e a d
of people is a
good way of
making that first
step in helping
y o u r s e l f .”
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I’m Molly, I’m 22 years old and I currently work as a croupier at a casino.
I enjoy acting on the side as well as the theatre. I was diagnosed with
anxiety and depression when I was 18.
When I was originally diagnosed, the doctors wanted to give me tablets
and I didn’t want that so I said no. I had to sort of find my way out of it on
my own. They referred me for therapy and I went to two sessions before I
realised that it just didn’t work for me personally. At this point I was going
through my A-levels and I was talking to the therapist about my problems,
she was more focussed on the fact that it was down the academic pressure
whereas I knew that this wasn’t the cause of it; I didn’t feel that pressure.
At the time I was crying for days on end and I couldn’t smile.
Since then, I went to uni and found something I love to do; English and
Drama. This made me a bit happier and over the past three years, I’ve
gradually gotten better through the things that I did at uni; with the sense
of accomplishment.
Having left uni, my mental health has deteriorated again due to something
called “post university depression”. I didn’t have anything lined up after I
finished so after being rejected from job after job, I sort of lost all sense of
purpose. I felt like no job wanted me.
I cope with my depression by using social media. I’ve filled my Instagram
account with positive pages. Even just reading one positive daily quote can
help massively. Everyone edit’s photos and it’s all fake so words instead
of people is quite a good way of making that first step in helping yourself.
Follow accounts that are basically self help accounts, follow accounts of
therapists or write in a
journal if that helps you.

FI N D T H E F U L L
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Megan Jenkins

a ‘stress disorder’ that had no treatment options and that I just
had to deal with it. I didn’t cope well during my GCSEs given the
fact I had both anxiety and this stress disorder. Nevertheless,

My name is Megan Jenkins, I’m 19 and

I carried on and did well, then moved on to college and then

I’m from Newport. I currently study

university. My mood and how well I cope fluctuates an awful lot

photography at the University of South

and because of this, I was put on medication to help me cope

Wales in Cardiff and work in a social

around two years ago. I’m taking a short break from university

club back home part time). I also play

in an effort to help myself, as I am beginning to struggle with my

guitar and sing in a band. I mainly do

mental health again.

gig photography and band promotional

Even though I struggle mainly with anxiety, its ironic that the

material that are featured on Spotify,

place I feel most comfortable is shooting gigs. I go into these

used for posters, in magazine articles,
and in physical copies of music (CD covers).
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I started doing photography a few years ago when I was studying Mixed Media in college. I loved the
lessons but I never liked anything I produced that was moving image, so my tutor suggested I try still
images instead and it just clicked. I started gig photography a couple of years ago when my friend
needed some pictures taken of his band at a gig, so I agreed to help. At this gig I met metalcore band
Sydney Fate who are now my main client and a band I spend a lot of time with. When I have spare
time and can actually go out to take pictures ‘for myself’, I do a lot of architecture and portraiture
photography.
As well as shooting gigs, I go out and do a lot of ‘urbex’, or urban exploration, so I basically just go to
abandoned places I shouldn’t really be in and document the decay there. It started as a bit of a hobby
and now its evolved into the fully fledged project that I’m constantly adding to every other week.
I like taking pictures at gigs because you can see the amount of passion that the performers put into

shoots and I’m able to focus on just one thing for a short amount
of time which is unbelievably helpful when I constantly have so
much on my mind. I enjoy them and it doesn’t even feel like work anymore. Shooting has almost become
therapeutic to me because ultimately, I have control over the outcome. Editing allows me to just sit and
sort through images for an extended amount of time and forget about whatever’s going on around me.
The urbex is just peaceful. I get to go away to this place that barely any people know about so they’re
always quiet and I just get to walk around and explore for a little while. These buildings kind of act as a
sanctuary when I’m feeling particularly anxious.
There’s always this misconception about mental health issues and illnesses that they make you ‘crazy’
but its not the case way too often. I feel that too often, people will suffer in silence because of the
stigmas that surround mental health issues but there’s really no need to make yourself worse because of
that. People’s opinions towards these issues are changing everyday and people are generally a lot more
positive about it.

their show. I work with a lot of metal bands because I don’t like the common misconception people

If you’re struggling or you think you

usually have that they’re ‘aggressive’ or ‘angry’ when, in fact, they’re some of the nicest, friendliest and

need help, don’t hesitate to contact

compassionate people I’ve met. I like my pictures to not only show the aggression and power of the

someone so you can help yourself.

performance, but I like to capture images that show the artist’s true self.

Nobody deserves to suffer and the

Abandoned buildings are this really weird thing because most of the places I visit are derelict and

more we’re willing to talk about

actually falling apart but they look so beautiful. Its kind of ironic but they’re so peaceful, which is a

our mental health issues the more

massive change to the sort of bustling places they were a few years ago.

people will be willing to listen.

I was diagnosed with depression when I was 13/14 and then with anxiety roughly six months later. I
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underwent counselling to help me try and deal with the diagnoses, then during my GCSEs was told I had
Photography: Megan Jenkins Photography
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DRUMMER

“Go see a
councillor... I
promise you it’s not
weird”

“Cry”
75

My name is Aled Nelmes, I’m 23 years old, originally from Pembrokeshire,
now from Cardiff and I work in marketing. I’m currently on good form and I
graduated from uni about 2 years ago.
I come from a very typical background; we always had enough money but
not loads, we went on a couple of holidays a year, we always ate well so I
don’t really have a “sob story” as you might say.
University was probably the biggest pivotal moment for me and I only
really recognised mental health when I was teaching drums at around
17/18. They would often turn into almost “therapy sessions”; 30 minutes
drumming, 30 minutes talking about life.
Moving out of Pembrokeshire was really daunting as it’s like a bubble living
there. Everyone knows everything about everyone. Therefore, first year
was a lot about working out what kind of person I wanted to be. You have
a chance to reinvent yourself. It reached a peak in second year when I got a
job working with Google and when that came to an end, my mental health
just floored. I completely burnt out. My parents were very supportive and
told me to go see a councillor, so I did. I had to go private as the waiting
list was over 6 months. I don’t know what would have happened if I hadn’t
had help from private support during this
time.
I read a book called “Habits of a Happy
Brain” and it taught me how to reprogram
my brain and how to trick my brain into
feeling happy again. Read it. Also cry,
because it’s ok. It helps.

F I N D THE F UL L I N T ERV IEW
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Kwame Hutchinson
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Hi I’ve been known by a few names in my
modelling career Winter Rose, flowers and
fro and haunted rose, my real name is kwame
Hutchinson. I am 26 years old born January
15th 1994. I am now a stay at home mum
to a baby boy called Sonny and a hobbiest
model, I was born into a creative family my
mother and father both worked within the
creative industry both infront and behind
camera I also grew up with many siblings so
I think that shaped the way I express myself
and adapt in this changing world.
The inspiration behind my work is to show
the world the best version of myself as day

I feel modeling has given me a second face
even though the day to day me suffers the
creative me draws ideas from the bad and
the good and I couldn’t be me without both
the arts has shown me that the people I
meet through my work also have there
story and nobody is without there share of
suffering we all just display it differently.
Raising awareness is really important
because the more voices come together
can fill in the holes and gaps that people
seem to fall down in life if everywhere you
turn there’s a supporting voice you can
get strength to carry on but in the silence
leaves room for uncertainty which negative
thoughts thrive on.

My advice for anyone that

to day life often feels like I can’t present my best self forward due to my anxiety and depression

suffers from any mental

I second guess myself but being infront of the camera modelling using my body language and

health problems is to use

sense of style where my words don’t have a chance to fail me I thrive I can take inspiration from a

your voice connect with

magazine and bring it into my reality, also shoots often take me to different locations and give me

people as much as you can

an opportunity to meet people I otherwise wouldn’t have the confidence to do and the confidence I

because not only is it good

have in my work I can use as my power to motivate myself in other areas of my life.

for you but you could be

When people view my work I want them to feel empowered especially people I knew in high school

just what someone else is

who never really saw the real me just the stunted person filled with anxiety and nerves I want them

needing in there life.

to know if this women can reach out and find herself anyone can through creative arts you can
become anything you want to be.
I’ve experienced some hardships abusive relationships that tainted my view of myself and how I
cope in situations I have a lot of goals and dreams but I often take a lot of stumbles before I build
the courage to go after them individually I usually lean on friends and family to get me through a lot
and I try to be over caring with other people because it’s the kind of care I feel I need to keep me
strong I’m easily set off balance but my creative interest is like my sanctuary where I can always feel
safe to express myself.
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T h a n k Yo u

I wa nt to say a hu ge t ha nk yo u the everyo ne that to o k p art and
he l pe d m e t hro u g ho u t t hi s m ag az ine. It has b een am az ing and I hope
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